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1. BI4Dynamics
Out-of-the-box BI solution
All-in-one data warehouse automation for Microsoft Dynamics BC (NAV) built on 10/15 years of
BI/Dynamics experiences, covers all Microsoft Dynamics application areas. 1.500+ BI Fields (KPIs) are
ready to use from day 1. Sales cube alone comes with 299 measures with 38 dimensions. Comes with
a set of Power BI and Excel reports and dashboards.

Solid core for complex data
Data Warehouse provides a single analysis repository for all data
sources across your organisation.

Powerful analysis
Data warehouse enables quickly and efficiently
analysis without sacrificing any feature as with Power BI.

Internal resources
Using Bi4Dynamics Data Warehouse Automation an IT
savvy person can deliver a full data warehouse with a speed of
delivery and customization possibilities unseen in the industry.

Mario Pinto Ribeiro
Operations Manager.
Manages KEC Operational teams
(Consultancy,
Support
and
Development), as well as Technical
and Commercial customer relations.
Mario’s skills:
✓ Since 2001 - Microsoft Dynamics
NAV / Business Central
✓ Practical knowledge in leading
IT/Cloud
Architecture
and
concepts as (BSS, OSS, ERP)
and ITIL, Sure Step, SBOK,
SCRUM, AGILE methodologies.
✓ Business / IT Transformation
processes.
✓ Project Management
✓ SCRUM Master Certification –
(SMAC)
✓ Business Intelligence – Jet
Reports,
Power
BI,
BI4Dynamics.
Mario’s Hobbies:
Golf.
Mario’s Statement:
KE Consulting has the best resources
to provide business Solutions / Support
and Development to our customers.

An incomparable intelligence that supports larger sets of data – millions of rows or terabytes – provides a single analysis repository for
all data sources across your organisation, enables quickly and efficiently analysis and is ready to give you meaningful results in a couple
of clicks. Overall, quality and reducing cost.
Besides everything is available in different languages and currencies, for greater convenience.

Click to find more about BI4Dynamics.

BI4Dynamics

2. SANA E-Commerce
For Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central
Sana Commerce is a fully integrated e-commerce solution for Microsoft Dynamics that integrates front- and backoffice systems to provide a unified business environment that is much more easily scalable, customizable, and
extensible.
Sana Commerce is proud to be
the first officially recognized ecommerce app for Dynamics
365 Business Central, offering
the benefits of a cloud-based
solution without compromising
on functionality. Because Sana
Commerce integrates with
Dynamics 365 Business Central
as a plug-and-play extension,
you can roll out a dynamic web
store for your business faster
than ever before.
Sana has several integration benefits, including 24/7 Client Focus, Personalized E-Commerce Marketing, Easy-toNavigate Online Product Catalogues, Always Real-Time Rich Product Info, Complex Pricing Simplified and Online
Order Processing.
Scalability
With a Sana Commerce web store,
you can scale reliably by optimizing
to support high order volumes or
optimizing web store performance
for large product catalogues. This
can be done by simply adjusting a
few configurations in your ERP and
web store. Sana scalability is
virtually limitless, as our software
provides the freedom to scale up or
down according to your needs, so
you can always count on optimal
performance.

Hosting
It offers Microsoft Azure hosting –
one of the most secure and reliable hosting systems in the world. That means 99.9% guarantee on all their provided services.

Real-Time Data and PIM (Catalogue Management)
When your web store is integrated with your ERP system, all the product information, relationships, and categorization in your ERP are
instantly available online. Likewise, changes made to the product catalogue stored in your back office are immediately visible in the web
store.

Payment Processing
Sana Commerce offers secure, PCI DSS payment processing, payment method variety to best service client needs, and currency support
for localization. Because Sana Commerce automates order processing and gives you visibility into your complete buying cycle online —
from browse to purchase to return— returns are also completely hassle-free.

Click to find more about Sana E-Commerce.

Sana E-Commerce

3. Tips and Tricks
NAV 2018 Excel Reports vs Jet Reports: A Comparison
So, what are NAV 2018 Excel Reports, you
ask? With the Dynamics NAV
upgrade, now
the Business
Manager and Accountant Role
Centres will have an option in the ribbon for Excel
Templates. When clicked on, users can choose from a
list of preconfigured reports that are ready to print
from Excel, which includes:
➢ Balance Sheet
➢ Income Statement
➢ Cash Flow Statement
➢ Retained Earnings Statement
➢ Trial Balance
➢ Aged Accounts Payable
➢ Aged Accounts Receivable

When you select the report you want to use it will open directly in Excel where it can be reviewed and refreshed
(if your Office 365 authentication is set-up in NAV 2018). There is also a set of pre-determined filters you can apply
to the report in Excel, such as the date. It’s safe
to think of these like Excel enhanced Account
Schedules because, well, that is exactly what they
are.
While these new Excel reports are an exciting
development in the world of built-in NAV
reporting, stand alone reporting solutions have
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Here is high level feature overview of how these
predefined NAV 2018 Excel Reports compare to
the fast, flexible reporting you’ve always been
able to get with Jet Reports solutions:

You can see that in addition to the expanded library and drilldown capability, Jet Reports offers the ability to
quickly and easily create unlimited custom reports in a flexible format, from any number of NAV companies and
entities, directly in Excel, and distribute through a collaborative web portal.

NAV 2018 Excel Reports Income Statement vs. Jet Reports Income Statement

While the new NAV 2018 Excel report templates are a significant improvement in reporting options for NAV users,
if you’re looking for consistently accurate, adaptable, and collaborative reporting that never needs to be
updated or changed as your reporting environment grows or you upgrade NAV, then Jet Reports is still the answer.

Learn more about Jet Reports for Dynamics NAV.

Jet Reports
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